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A

A stands for acupuncture.

Acupuncture renews the body by increasing the flow of energy.



B

B stands for built.

The Great Wall of China was built in the Qin Dynasty.



C

C is for criticized.

Confucius criticized the misrule of the rival kings.



D

D stands for developed.

The Shang developed a written character symbols.



E stands for East

The Huang He stretches east across China for 
more than 2900 miles.



F

F stands for frightened.

The fall of the Han dynasty and the long years of civil war frightened many 
Chinese.



G

G is for growing.

China has little land to use for growing food.



H

H stands for Hereditary

The Zhou Dynasty placed the loyal aristocrats as the hereditary.



I

I stands for iron.

The Qin dynasty conquered the northern states of the country through the use of 
iron weapons and horses.



J

J stands for jewel

China sees the Silk Road as a precious Jewel.



K stands for kings

Shang kings ruled China from about 1750 B.C.E. to 1045 B.C.E.



L

L stands for levels

The Ancient Chinese created a writing system that affected China society and 
cultural progress at many levels.



M
M stands for many.

The Shang Dynasty made many scientific advancements early in their history.



N

N stands for north

The Silk Road began in the North of China.



O

O stands for old.

China opened the Silk Road for trade in 130 B.C. and closed it in 1453 A.D., this 
means the Silk Road is very old.



P

P stands for paper.

Artisans invented paper, and it became an ideal writing material.



Q

Q stand for Qin

Qin brought changes to Chinese government that would last for many centuries.



R

R is for rival.

Confucius lived when rival kings fought each other for power.



S
S stands for structures.

The Chinese created structures to aid in agriculture and protection.



T

T stands for traders.

In the time of the Han period, Chinese traders grew rich by sending expensive 
goods to other parts of the world.



U

U stands for unified.

Emperor Shi huangdi unified China.



V

V stands for valley

The Huang He Valley show that this valley is the first center of Chinese civilization.



W

W stands for waterwheel.

Millers invented the waterwheel to grind more grain.



X

X stands for Xia

The Xia dynasty began in 2000 B.C.E.



Y

Y Stands for Yu

The Xia dynasty was established by the legendary Yu the Great.



Z

Z stands for Zhou 

The Zhou dynasty ruled China for 800 years.


